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Benjamin was both a translator and theorist of translation, and his essay, “The  
Task of the Translator,” famously divorces translation from mere approximation  
or derivation and instead has it point the way to a realm of “a predestined,  
hitherto inaccessible realm of reconciliation and fulfillment of languages” (SW I,  
257). Translation’s work is in aiming for “that single spot where the echo is able  
to give, in its own language, the reverberation” of the original work in its own  
language (SW I, 259). In the following paper, I explore the operative  
understanding of meaning that translation offers, especially as it prefigures and  
deepens the forms of meaning that orient and make possible Benjamin’s Arcades  
Project. In this work, Benjamin curates information and materials that, if read in a  
certain way, might illuminate both the past—the 19th century—and his present,  
the 20th.  Through the figure of the collector, the flâneur, and the allegorist,  
Benjamin offers ways of reading material history. Through the century’s  
seemingly inescapable idea of the eternal return, or the similarly ineluctable  
cashmere shawl, or even the inviting if dilapidated arcades themselves, Benjamin  
broadens the range and modes by which history can come to meaning. In the  
figure of the collector, who aims after a “completeness,” Benjamin sketches an  
achievement of meaning in an object, that is “an attempt to overcome the wholly  
irrational character of the object’s mere presence at hand” (AP, 204-5). The  
allegorist, though, “dislodges things from their context and, from the outset, relies  
on his profundity to illuminate their meaning” (AP, 211). A shock at the order of  
the world prompts both activities, and their distinct forms of expression serve to  
inflect the way we are to understand Benjamin’s work. Benjamin’s Arcades  
Project can perhaps echo even more resonantly if approached via the figures of  
the collector, the flâneur, the allegorist, and the translator, along with their  
respective modes of meaning. Benjamin’s attempts to translate history prove  
fruitful for making legible not only his past and present—our past—but also our  
present.	  


